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among academic medical centers and phar-
maceutical companies as “a marriage made 
in heaven,” noting the relationship dating to 
1982 between her enterprise and Novartis, 
which has a vast research center in Cam-
bridge. Novartis CEO Vasant Narasimhan, 
M.D.-M.P.P. ’03, cited the advantages of scale 
in bringing discoveries to patients’ bedside: 
his company performs 550 clinical trials per 
year, he said, and its compounds treat a bil-
lion people annually (the sort of data that, 
ultimately, Kohane and his bioinformatics 
colleagues hope to harness).

President Lawrence S. Bacow hailed the 
gift as an endorsement of “curiosity-based 
research” and a powerful statement of sup-
port for the “unique ecosystem” of life and 
biomedical sciences in Greater Boston, 
where “We have the capacity” to trans-
form health and reimagine health care. He 
thanked Bla vatnik for “supporting the very 
best people in the very best places,” espe-
cially in the life sciences, raising the odds 
for discoveries of fundamental importance.

An ebullient HMS dean George Q. Daley 
proclaimed this a “pivotal moment in the his-
tory of medicine,” and said the new gift would 
have a “transformative impact and outcomes.” 

Stressing the importance of collabo-
rating with community institutions 
and scientists, he said it was “not a 
gift just to Harvard but to biomedi-
cine through Harvard,” igniting a 
“new era of discovery.”

The gift, which has been in the works 
since earlier in the year, underscores a fun-
damental strengthening of HMS, which has 
been operating at a deficit for several years 
(not unusual among institutions which con-
duct expensive “wet” lab science; the fiscal 
year 2018 red ink was $39 million). It follows 
the school’s successful capital campaign, 
which realized $789.4 million in gifts and 
pledges (much of that for research, as was 
noted in a November 8 evening celebration at 
Fenway Park), and the recent sale of a lease-
hold interest on an HMS research building 
(which brought in another $272.5 million).

In a hard-to-believe moment, the donor 
himself was absent from the gala celebration 

With Len Blavatnik ironically laid 
low in London following surgery, 
Dean George Daley (left) and 
President Larry Bacow conferred 
an HMS jacket on his brother, Alex 
Blavatnik—a sign of membership 
in the Medical School community.
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of his stupendous gift: a resident of London, 
Len Blavatnik was recuperating in a hospi-
tal there following an appendectomy, occa-
sioning some rueful humor about expedient 
medical care; he watched the proceedings by 
a live video link. For a detailed report on the 
Blavatnik gift and HMS, see harvardmag.
com/hms200mgift-18.

Separately, Harvard’s science aspirations 
were advanced by another nine-figure gift, 
this one to the Faculty of Arts and Scienc-
es (FAS). On October 12, The Harvard Gazette 
unveiled an anonymous $100-million gift, 
by an alumnus and his wife, designated to 
keep the Science Center in shape as a core 
undergraduate teaching facility; support 
mathematics research; and provide unre-
stricted funding for use at the discretion of 
the FAS dean. The donor is described as a 
1990s College graduate; his interests, in col-
laborations with Israel and in mathemati-
cal finance, perhaps provide grist for bud-
ding applied mathematicians to develop an 
algorithm to try to peel back the cloak of 
anonymity from one of the most generous 
donors in Harvard history.

vjohn s. rosenberg

Surplus Surprise…
and the Endowment’s 
Evolution
The university’s  financial report for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2018, published 
on October 25, revealed a fifth consecutive 
budget surplus—nearly $200 million—in 
part reflecting continued U.S. economic 
growth and the benefits accruing from the 
$9.62-billion Harvard Campaign (which 
wrapped up on June 30; see harvardmag.
com/campaigntotal-18). The report includ-
ed an annual message from Harvard Man-
agement Company (HMC) chief executive 
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Yesterday’s News
From the pages of  the Harvard Alumni Bulletin and Harvard Magazine  

 1934 The College funds five $1,000 
fellowships for prospective freshmen who 
live and attend school in the Midwest: an 
experiment by President James B. Conant 
to attract “the most promising young 
men throughout the whole nation.” 

 1939 “The Undergraduate Week,” by 
William R. Frye ’40, reports: “If Harvard 
ever was composed solely of the ‘upper 
crust’ of society, it is not so composed 
now”: the Student Employment Office, 
organized to provide jobs for men facing 
financial difficulties, is serving nearly one-
third of the undergraduate body.

 1964 Harvard opens a housing office; 
its first task is assigning apartments in one 
section of Peabody Terrace that has been 
finished nine months ahead of schedule. 

 1969 A faculty committee chaired by 
professor of economics Henry Rosovsky 
proposes a degree program and research 
center for Afro-American studies.
 
            

11984 The Law School faculty ap-
proves a pilot program to provide about 
$125,000 in loans to supplement the 
earnings of first- and second-year law 
students who take low-paying, law-relat-
ed jobs in the public-service or public-
interest sector during the summer.

 2004 Dean of the Law School Elena 
Kagan decides on the spur of a frozen 
January moment to flood the field by 
Harkness Commons to form a skating 
rink that will remain open, she says, “un-
til it melts.” 

 2009 Harvard men’s basketball re-
cords its first win over a nationally ranked 
opponent, Boston College (which had 
beaten the nation’s top team only a week 
before), as shooting guard Jeremy Lin ’10 

scores 27 points and 
makes eight as-

sists and six 
steals.  

 

N.P. Narvekar, in which he shed more light 
on the endowment, following the Septem-
ber news of a 10 percent investment return 
during fiscal 2018 (details at harvardmag.
com/endowment-18).

The financial results, plus Narvekar’s com-
ments on his progress in overhauling HMC 
to boost returns, help clarify both Harvard’s 
prospects during favorable conditions and 
President Lawrence S. Bacow’s perspective, 
at the outset of his administration, on how 
to be ready for whatever lies ahead. Having 
led Tufts during the financial crisis at the end 
of the last decade, he offers some cautions 
about how the University with the largest 
endowment should be on its guard.

 
Harvard’s Finances
During fiscal  2018, revenue increased near-
ly $217 million to about $5.2 billion (growth 
of 4.3 percent): close to the 4.6 percent 
growth in fiscal 2017, despite restrained en-
dowment distributions—Harvard’s largest 
source of revenue.

The growth was driven by executive and 
continuing education, up more than $47 million 
(about 12 percent—faster than the 8 percent 
growth logged in the prior year), to $458 mil-
lion; and non-federal sponsored research grants, 
up an aggregate $21.5 million (8 percent), to 
nearly $289 million. (Unfortunately, federal 
research support was essentially flat, at $453 
million for direct costs—and up about $7 
million for indirect costs: reimbursement 
for facilities, overhead, etc.)

The endowment distribution rose by $34 mil-
lion (just 1.9 percent), to a bit more than $1.8 
billion. In light of earlier weak investment 
returns, the Corporation held the distribu-
tion flat (per unit of endowment owned by 
each school) for fiscal 2018, and suggested 
that distributions could increase within a 
range of 2.5 percent to 4.5 percent annual-
ly for fiscal years 2019 through 2021, begin-
ning with 2.5 percent in the current year. 
The increases realized in fiscal 2018 reflect 
gifts: new endowment units as a result of 
largess from the campaign. Current-use giving 
rose, too, by $17 million (3.7 percent), to $467 
million—another testament to the socko 
finish of the fundraising drive.

Other revenue, a catch-all category, also 
chipped in, increasing $50 million (7.9 per-
cent), to $689 million. A notable contributor 
was royalties from commercial use of intel-
lectual property (up about $18 million, or 50 
percent, but those results can be very vola-
tile from year to year).
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Expenses rose by $134 million to just more 
than $5 billion (2.7 percent)—continuing a 
moderating trend (up 3.9 percent in fiscal 2017 
and 5.3 percent in the prior year). Although 
some one-time factors affected the results, it 
appears that deans, expecting level endow-
ment distributions, reined in their spending.

Compensation—salaries, wages, and ben-
efits—accounts for half of expenditures, and 
rose only 2 percent: less than half the rate of 
growth in fiscal 2017. Salaries and wage ex-

pense increased 3 percent, also decelerating 
from the prior year; and employee-benefit 
costs were unchanged.

There is a bit of accounting noise in that 
number. Expenses for employee benefits 
such as retirees’ defined-benefit pensions 
and healthcare costs are adjusted annually 
for changes in the prevailing discount rate. 
In fiscal 2017, those adjustments increased 
costs significantly. In fiscal 2018, the interest-
rate adjustment (and favorable claims experi-

ence) decreased costs, a significant swing in 
results. In both years, health-benefits costs 
for active employees—the major benefits ex-
pense—rose a reported 4 percent, reflecting 
more people covered and higher claims costs.

All other expenses increased by an aggre-
gate 3 percent. Space and occupancy costs 
rose an apparent 10.5 percent, to $410 mil-
lion. Some of that reflects the University’s 
torrid construction program (see below) 
and larger facilities, such as the expanded 

National Academy Members
Among the 75 new U.S. members of the National 
Academy of Medicine are a dozen from Harvard: 
professor of medicine Richard S. Blumberg; Gam-
ble professor of biostatistics, population, and data 
science Francesca Dominici; Canellos professor of 
medicine Benjamin L. Ebert; Rosenkrantz profes-
sor of the history of science and professor of Afri-

can and African American stud-
ies Evelynn M. Hammonds; professor of genetics 
Robert E. Kingston; Austen professor of surgery 
Keith Douglas Lillemoe; professor of biostatistics 
and of statistics Xihong Lin; professor of pathol-
ogy Matthew Langer Meyerson; professor of pe-
diatrics and of education Charles A. Nelson III; 
Loeb professor of chemistry and chemical biology 
Stuart L. Schreiber; Fabyan professor of compara-
tive pathology Arlene H. Sharpe; and Chandler 

professor of ophthalmology Janey L. Wiggs.

NIH Notables
Seven Harvard scientists are among the 89 
newest beneficiaries of the National Institutes 
of Health’s programs to encourage pioneering 
biomedical research through high-risk, high-
reward grants: assistant professor of biological 

chemistry and molecular phar-
macology Justin Kim; profes-
sor of stem cell and regenerative biology, and of 
medicine, Richard T. Lee;  assistant professor 
of medicine Po-Ru Loh; John Harvard Distin-
guished Science Fellow Sergey Ovchinnikov; 
Stillman professor of developmental biology 
Norbert Perrimon; Forst Fam-
ily professor of stem cell and re-
generative biology Amy Wagers 

(who chairs that department); and professsor of 
systems biology Peng Yin. Their projects range 
from investigating the repair of damaged tissues 
to using DNA and RNA as scaffolds to help man-
ufacture biomolecules.

AAAS Honorands
Count 10 faculty members among the newly elect-
ed fellows of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences: professor of genetics Susan M. Dymecki; 
Stanfield professor of international peace Jeffry 
Frieden; Richards professor of chemistry and pro-

fessor of materials science Cyn-
thia Friend; Zwaanstra profes-
sor of international studies and 
economics Gita Gopinath (now 
serving as chief economist of the 
International Monetary Fund); 
Vallee professor of molecular pa-
thology Wade Harper; McAr-
thur University Professor Rebec-

ca Henderson; Thomas professor of history and 
of African and African American studies Evelyn 
Brooks Higginbotham; McGuire lecturer in comparative politics 
Pippa Norris; Hessel professor of biology Naomi E. Pierce; and Bul-
lard professor of pediatrics and neurology Christopher A. Walsh.

Honor Roll
The Royal Institute of British Architects has conferred its 2018 Stir-
ling Prize on Foster + Partners’ European headquarters for Bloom-
berg LP. Hanif Kara, professor in practice of architectural technol-
ogy, and his firm, AKT II,  served as engineers and design director 

for the project.…The Library of Congress has con-
ferred the biennial Bobbit National Prize for Poetry 
on Boylston professor of rhetoric and oratory Jorie 
Graham for her 2017 collection of poems, Fast; the 
magazine’s 2001 profile is available at harvardmag.
com/joriegraham-18.…Charles River professor of 
engineering and applied sciences Robert Wood 
has received the Max Planck-Humboldt Medal for 
his pioneering work on robotics—covered recently 

in “The RoboBee Collective” (November-Decem-
ber 2017, page 56).

Crimson Chief
The harvard crimson announced in November that 
Kristine E. Guillaume ’20 has been elected pres-
ident, effective January 1, making her the first 
black woman to serve as leader in the newspa-
per’s 145-year history.
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For Tomiko Brown-Nagin,  Paul professor of con-
stitutional law and professor of history, spending a 
year conducting research as a Radcliffe Institute fel-
low during the academic year 2016-2017, when she 
was newly arrived at Harvard, was a unique oppor-
tunity to marry her research interests. “I am a pro-
foundly interdisciplinary scholar,” she says. “I study 
law and history, and it can often be difficult to move 
between two distinct scholarly worlds—I certainly 
have felt that throughout my career. When I got to 
Radcliffe, it felt like home. It felt comfortable.” 

In July, Brown-Nagin moved into the dean’s office 
at Fay House, and has since been using her new posi-
tion to emphasize Radcliffe’s role as a place for mem-
bers of the Harvard community to convene and col-
laborate with one another. Her efforts include continuing to 
enlarge the Radcliffe Research Partnership Program, which en-
ables undergraduates to work with Radcliffe Institute fellows on 
their projects in the arts, sciences, public policy, and humanities. 
The program “is invaluable to the undergraduate population be-
cause it gives the students the chance to see Harvard in a more 
intimate setting, which is what they long for,” she says. “The 
students here really want to have engagement with professors 
and fellows in a smaller setting.” In the same vein, she is also 
pursuing opportunities for local high-school students to convene 
at Radcliffe and be mentored by undergraduates with similar 
academic interests.

Turning to the institute’s flagship fellowship program, Brown-
Nagin says that even as she welcomes humanists, artists, and 
social scientists to apply, she also hopes that scholars interested 
in applied research in fields like medicine and public health will 
consider the Radcliffe residency a particularly attractive option. 
“I look forward to making it clear that we are a part of the world, 
and we are engaged with the world. Students and faculty who 
are predisposed in that matter have a home at Radcliffe.”

While assuming the deanship, Brown-Nagin continues her 
academic affiliations with both the Law School and the Faculty 
of Arts and Sciences. “I really enjoy being a mentor to students, 
and I am continuing with graduate-student advisees,” she says. 
“I am also teaching an 1L reading group, and I’m really, really 
happy that I decided to do that. I wasn’t sure if I should, because 

I was a little nervous about continuing to teach in the first se-
mester of my deanship, but it’s just so rewarding.”

Atop those demands of a packed work schedule, her first 
months as dean have been made busier by major campus-renew-
al projects. The Schlesinger Library on the History of Women 
in America, the preeminent collection in its field, is closed 
through early September 2019 as it is renovated and reconfig-
ured—a project that will add classrooms, an updated reading 
room, and a gallery space. (Researchers can still access the li-
brary’s collections, by appointment, in a temporary reading room 
in Fay House.) And the Knafel Center, Radcliffe’s main space for 
public lectures (a significant element of its programming), was 
renovated this past summer; it now incorporates user-friendly 
technological updates and additional classroom space. 

During her own fellowship, Brown-Nagin worked on her 
forthcoming book on the life of Constance Baker Motley, LL.D. 
’00, the civil-rights lawyer and federal judge who also became 
the first female Manhattan borough president. Storytelling to 
amplify the voices of marginalized communities, typically unheard 
and underrepresented, Brown-Nagin says, is a critical part of her 
scholarly interests that will shape future programming at the 
institute. “I think it’s true for all deans that the deanship takes 
on a character that is consistent with whatever issues the dean 
was interested in, in her scholarly life,” she says. “For me, that 
means that I really look forward to increasing Radcliffe’s engage-
ment with the world.” voset babür

Kennedy School campus. But the fiscal 2018 
figures apparently reflect one-time costs for 
environmental abatement.

A continuing saving occurs on the “inter-
est” line. Following the refinancing of Har-
vard’s debt in October 2016, interest expense 
declined $33 million in fiscal 2017. Now, that 
benefit has been in place for a full financial 
year, resulting in a further $15-million reduc-
tion (to $188 million) in fiscal 2018. Those 
savings persist in the future. (Following the 

financial crisis in 2008, Harvard was forced 
to borrow $2.5 billion to stabilize its balance 
sheet and secure access to liquid funds, driv-
ing annual interest costs to $299 million; that 
cost has since decreased by more than 37 
percent. This reduction in interest expense 
has contributed significantly to the Univer-
sity’s five-year run of surpluses.)

The result was an operating surplus of more 
than $196 million—contradicting, in all the 
ways that make financial officers happy, the 

message sent last year that the $114-million 
surplus reported then might well be the 
“high-water mark for the foreseeable fu-
ture.” This fifth consecutive surplus means 
that the schools have accumulated resources 
which may come in handy as reserve funds 
when conditions are less favorable—or may 
be applied to their teaching and research 
missions in coming semesters.

Finally, the balance sheet and capital spending 
merit mention. As noted, expenses for oper-

E n g a g i n g  R a d c l i f f e  w i t h  t h e  Wo r l d
Tomiko Brown-Nagin
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We open more 
doors than Casanova.
With MRT you’re not just superbly informed by leading 
experts, you’re guaranteed privileged moments in 
unforgett able places. 

Our cultural tours have the edge with unrivalled access 
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arrangement with their owners, and enjoy St Mark’s 
Basilica all to ourselves on an out-of-hours visit.

Our tours with special arrangements include:
Veneti an Palaces | Connoisseur’s Prague | Le Corbusier
Moscow & St Petersburg | Danish Castles & Gardens

Contact us: 
1 800 988 6168
marti nrandall.com
ATOL 3622 | ABTA Y6050 | AITO 5085

‘ One highlight aft er another. The private visit to 
St Mark’s could almost justi fy the tour by itself.’

ating and occupying buildings have risen as 
Harvard has conducted the largest capital-
spending program in its history, reaching a 
record $908 million during fiscal 2018. The 
highlight projects are the Smith Campus 
Center and Klarman Hall at Harvard Busi-
ness School (HBS), now open (operating 
costs for which will show up in the fiscal 
2019 results); the Allston science and en-
gineering center and power plant, coming 
on line in the fall of 2020; Lowell House’s 
renewal and successor projects; and the 
renovation of the Soldiers Field housing 
adjacent to HBS. 

The completion of some of those major 
projects, and further House renewals, likely 
mean that the University will borrow more 
funds soon. Interest rates have been rising. 
Hence the importance of managing down 
debt outstanding (currently $5.3 billion, 
down from $5.4 billion in fiscal 2017) and 
refinancing higher-cost obligations when 
possible during the past several years.

The Endowment: Risk and Return
In his report  on the endowment, valued 
at $39.2 billion last June 30, Narvekar pro-

vided some of the asset-
class information HMC 
had published annually 
before his arrival in late 
2016. Although he em-
phasizes the unified, 
generalist way HMC 
now makes investment 
decisions for the endow-
ment as a whole (in con-
trast to the siloed, by-as-
set-class model he has 
discontinued), he pub-
lished rough allocations 
and returns by category, 
as shown here.

Narvekar disclosed 
last year that HMC had taken significant 
losses on its natural-resources portfolio, dis-
posing of assets and marking down others. 
It also sold various real-estate and private-
equity holdings then—and continued to do so 
in fiscal 2018. A review of this year’s financial-
report footnotes reveals within the general 
investment account (which includes the en-
dowment) an appetite for foreign, global, and 
emerging-market stocks, compared to the end 

of fiscal 2017; decreased holdings of U.S. and 
high-yield bonds (not surprising with rising 
domestic interest rates); and a multibillion-
dollar increase in hedge-fund investments and 
commitments to invest in the future, plus a 
lesser increase in private-equity assets.

Assessing the results, Narvekar wrote: 
“First, there are certain parts of the portfolio 
that need work,” now under way (notably: 
managing the downsized natural-resources 

Source: Harvard University Fact Book
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portfolio and perhaps tweaking some pri-
vate-equity holdings; and, presumably, repo-
sitioning the cohort of hedge-fund manag-
ers). “Second, looking beyond the returns of 
individual asset classes, asset allocation—or 
risk level—was the dominant factor in the 
overall returns. In general, the higher the 
risk level, the higher the return.” That might 
suggest HMC’s portfolio, in transition, suf-
fered on a relative basis because its assets 
were not yet allocated ideally, in his view. 
(Many peer institutions reported returns 
higher than HMC’s 10 percent fiscal 2018 
result; their risk profiles and investment ob-
jectives differ, of course.)

He observed, further, that “as sophisticated 
investors well know, there are very limited 
conclusions that we can draw from a single 
year of either manager performance or as-
set allocation.” Thus, “Had this past year’s 
return been significantly higher or lower, it 
still would not be reflective of the work we 
are undertaking, nor change the path we are 
pursuing. This is a reality that will apply to 
the remaining years of our transition as well.”

Refining his description of that transition, 
Narvekar wrote that those significant chang-

es “require a five-year timeframe to reposi-
tion the organization and portfolio”—a mes-
sage he has underscored continuously. But 
he added a phrase about “subsequent strong 
performance.” For those who may have 
missed the subtlety, that suggests that re-
making HMC and activating its new invest-
ment disciplines; refining its risk framework 
(involving at least a two-year collaboration 
with HMC’s board and the University, to be-
gin soon); reestablishing relationships with 
superior external fund managers; and getting 
them money to invest, are all encompassed 
within that five-year transition—after which 
the harvesting of presumably superior re-
sults should show up. That is the nature of 
investing in long-term, illiquid assets, where 
those higher risks and returns reside over 
time. But it is also the nature of achieving 
superior returns over the course of an entire invest-
ment cycle. Doing so is critical to the definition 
of HMC’s aim, as he put it, to “ensure that 
Harvard University has the means to con-
tinue its vital role as a leader in teaching and 
research for future generations.”

HMC’s generalist team is in place (per-
haps a couple of dozen people: senior lead-

ers, investment specialists, and supporting 
analysts), and Narvekar cited as an “espe-
cially welcome discovery” that “HMC has 
an extraordinarily talented, skilled, and 
dedicated team on both the investment 
and support sides,” making it “well within 
our capacity to effect this turnaround and 
generate long-term success for Harvard.”

In the near term, it would not be surpris-
ing if there are more bumps in the road, per-
haps in the runoff natural-resources portfo-
lio. Those discussions with the University 
about its appetite for risk are crucial, too. 
Is Harvard’s traditional expectation of an 8 
percent annual return attainable (see har-
vardmag.com/distribution-16)—and if so, 
at what level of risk? Is a single pool of as-
sets appropriate for separate Harvard enti-
ties when their dependence on endowment 
distributions varies from 85 percent of an-
nual operating revenues to 51 percent to 17 
percent (the Radcliffe Institute, the Fac-
ulty of Arts and Sciences, and the public-
health school, respectively)? How does the 
University sort that out, given its autono-
mous schools? And how does managing the 
endowment to profit from robust markets 

FAS: Faculty and Fisc
At a  November 8 reception in University Hall, the Faculty of Arts 
and Sciences (FAS) celebrated Michael D. Smith for his 11 years 
of service as dean, concluded last August, conferring on him an 
amusing rendering of all the faculty’s leaders, from the inception 
of the position in the late nineteenth century through his tenure. 
(Mark Steele, who conceives and creates the art for Yesterday’s 
News, page 20, won the FAS commission.) A pair of separate 
tributes to Smith, lastingly important to the faculty as a whole, 
were embedded in the annual report issued by his successor, 
Claudine Gay, covering Smith’s final year—and his cumulative im-
pact.

First, the faculty data reveal that during Smith’s deanship, FAS 
appointed 364 ladder (tenured and tenure-track) members. Of this 
cohort, 312 remain at Harvard: 43 percent of FAS’s 734 faculty 
members as of the beginning of this academic year. Thus, even 
though the census remained largely steady in the wake of the finan-
cial crisis and recession (it was 709 when Smith began as dean, and 

has remained at 731 or slightly more since 2014), the faculty ranks 
have been substantially renewed, and become much more diverse.

 The faculty has also continued to evolve in disciplinary terms. 
In the fall of 2007, arts and humanities positions accounted for 
29.3 percent of the ladder faculty; that share has declined two 
percentage points. The social scientists held 34.3 percent of po-
sitions—a percentage-point more than now. Scientists held 26.7 
percent of the positions—and now occupy 27.4 percent of the 
total. And the engineers and applied scientists have increased from 
9.7 percent to 12.0 percent of FAS’s ranks (and will likely grow 
further after the facilities rising in Allston open in the fall of 2020, 
creating room for expansion).

Second, FAS closed its fiscal year 2018 books with a surplus 
under its version of Generally Accepted Acounting Principles 
(GAAP)—a stupendous result for an endowment-dependent or-
ganization that was hammered during the financial crisis and has 
subsequently been stretched by the costs of renovating its under-
graduate Houses (for which the Corporation had authorized 
spending of $873.9 million as of last June 30—with work in prog-
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ress on Lowell House, and yet to proceed on Adams and the huge 
Eliot-Kirkland complex).

 A review of the detailed financial report is rewarding. Fiscal 
2018 turned out as well as it did, despite the flat rate of endow-
ment distributions, for several reasons. Capital-campaign largess 
helped to enlarge FAS’s endowment (pledges receivable decreased 
from $768 million to $657 million as donors fulfilled their gifts), 
so the absolute endowment distribution, which accounts for 
nearly half of revenue, rose some $12 million. (FAS’s endowment 
is now valued at $17.0 billion: the first year-end result nominally 
above the fiscal 2008 level of $16.7 billion—but worth some $3.3 
billion less in real terms, adjusting for inflation.) And current-use 
giving, impelled by the campaign’s close, rose nearly $18 million 
for the year, to $115.7 million. Expenses rose just 2.3 percent, as 
FAS keeps a tight rein on its workforce.

Looking at capital items and the balance sheet, FAS reported 
spending $19.3 million fitting up faculty members’ laboratories, stu-
dios, and the surrounding buildings—a continuing expense to enable 
professors to do their research and teaching, and in fact less than 
the typical annual bill for such improvements. Long-term debt in-
creased $149.3 million, to $1.06 billion, driven by House renewal, 
and reflecting the continuing strain of footing FAS’s construction bill. 
Importantly, its cash position was enhanced by $27 million during 
the year—giving Dean Gay some opportunity to make strategic 
investments—as the result of a restructuring of about $700 million 
of internal debt with the University at the end of fiscal 2016. That 
transaction, effected by levelling the debt-repayment schedule to 
lessen what would have been larger near-term obligations otherwise, 

means that FAS will owe bigger payments, especially toward the end 
of the two-decade agreement. In the meantime, however, it provides 
a modest cash cushion, without obligating the dean to further de-
capitalize endowment funds.

In effect, that represents a resetting of the generational balance. 
Under Dean Smith, FAS began addressing its largest deferred-
maintenance item from prior decades (renovating the undergrad-
uate residences), at a cost to current and future programs—dur-
ing a period when endowment investment returns lagged 
Harvard’s expectations. Now, restructuring the debt creates a 
little current breathing room. In the future, as gift pledges are 
fulfilled, and (one hopes) endowment performance strengthens, 
that reset debt obligation should weigh less heavily.

FAS’s financial managers can, and will, fret about sustaining the 
fiscal 2018 results: the endowment distribution will rise this year, 
but current-use giving might fall. Strong royalty and nonfederal 
sponsored research revenues may turn out to be one-time phe-
nomena. The cash benefits from the debt deal have peaked. A new 
president and dean may, rightly, have ambitions to do more or 
better. Negotiations with the graduate-student union could raise 
costs. And the new federal excise tax on endowment income 
looms over Harvard, beginning last July 1.

Withal, Michael Smith concluded his time in University Hall on 
a high note, on the metrics that matter most to him and the fac-
ulty he led: FAS’s intellectual strength, and its financial underpin-
nings. Small wonder that Dean Gay began her tenure noting, “I 
am enormously grateful for the strong foundation that his leader-
ship has provided.” vjohn s. rosenberg

while minimizing losses during downturns 
line up with the shorter time horizons of 
individual deans?

Being Prepared
Usefully,  those questions will be ad-
dressed under the ultimate direction of a 
leader who has lived through the severest 
investment cycle in memory.

During a conversation at Massachusetts 
Hall on November 2, President Bacow out-
lined some of his perspectives on these is-
sues. In general, he said, universities for-
tunate enough to enjoy endowments take 
risks in their budgets that turn out to be 
highly correlated with the risks in their 
investment portfolio. Thus, when the 
economy is weak and the value of assets 
depressed, schools relying on endowment 
distributions typically have to spend more 
on financial aid, cope with less current-use 
giving, and face reduced support for spon-
sored research. And of course, if they seek 
to rein in costs, half or more of which are 
for their people, there is resistance to lay-
offs; attrition diminishes as employees have 
fewer opportunities elsewhere; and retire-

ments slow because those eligible worry 
about diminished savings.

In other words, all the enormous benefits 
derived from endowment distributions mean 
that “endowments are not a cushion in tough 
times.” And in general, Bacow said, at most 
universities, governance of the endowment 
is separate from governance of the operating 
entities and functions. That makes it easy, and 
dangerous, for administrators and deans to 

proceed without appreciating the correla-
tion. (Hence the importance of that discus-
sion about risk that Narvekar highlighted.)

Moreover, the more heavily endowed the 
institution, the greater the mismatch. Thus, 
Tufts derived 12 percent of its revenues from 
endowment distributions during the 2008-
2009 financial crisis and recession: a 25 per-
cent decline in its endowment translated, 
roughly, into a 3 percent adjustment to reve-
nue—a haircut about one-third as severe as 
that faced by Harvard and Yale, which were 

three to four times as endowment-dependent. 
Bacow rebooted the Tufts budget in one year. 
In contrast, he said, the multiyear process of 
smoothing out the losses at Harvard protract-
ed the period of constraint, even as external 
conditions improved. That was challenging 
for morale—and perhaps tangibly, too: Tufts 
was able to get back in the hunt sooner to hire 
faculty members from institutions that were 
still cutting back.

Bacow was an Eagle Scout before he was 
a university president. Unsurprisingly, he 
wants to be prepared, so he is working 
with the deans, he said, on planning sce-
narios for the economic downturn that will 
surely come.

 Similarly, vice president for finance Thom-
as J. Hollister, Harvard’s chief financial of-
ficer, and treasurer Paul J. Finnegan, a mem-
ber of the Corporation and chair of HMC’s 
board, were relatively restrained in their let-
ter accompanying the annual financial report 

Endowments confer enormous benefits—but 
they “are not a cushion in tough times.”
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News Briefs
Police—and Student—Conduct
The committee  appointed by President 
Drew Faust last spring to review the April 
13 off-campus arrest of a black undergradu-
ate by Cambridge police—video evidence 
showed the physical force used to restrain 
him—completed its report on November 9.

The committee recommended clearer 
communications from the Harvard police 
department (HUPD) to the University 
community about what members should 
expect in emergency situations, and about 
off-campus incidents. It also recommended 
that the University health services (HUHS) 
and HUPD consider the viability of includ-
ing mental-health professionals as first re-
sponders when mental-health crises arise. 
HUHS was encouraged as well to promote 
awareness of its alcohol and drug services, 
and the College and schools, and HUPD and 
HUHS, were variously charged with doing a 
better job of training for multicultural com-
petence, explaining how to report incidents 
of racial bias, communicating the amnesty 
program for seeking help during alcohol cri-
ses, and, generally, working to build a closer 
relationship with students.

In an email to the community, President 
Lawrence S. Bacow endorsed the commit-
tee’s principles concerning safety for all con-
cerned, and its detailed recommendations.

Toward the end of his message, he fo-
cused on an element of the report that fig-
ured repeatedly in his addresses to entering 
freshmen at Tufts, where he was previous-
ly president: the effects of alcohol use, and 
community members’ responsibilities to one 
another (see “The Pragmatist,” September-
October 2018, page 32). The committee noted 
that the arrest occurred during Yardfest, the 
spring undergraduate concert—and that 17 
students had to be medically transported 
for intoxication or overdose, far more than 
in prior years. The concert and that need 

for assistance generated unprecedented de-
mand on first responders (and area hospi-
tals). Bacow focused on how those “behav-
iors…not only put the students involved at 
risk, but…also compromised the capacity of 
emergency medical personnel to respond.” 
Beyond the committee’s recommendations 
to reconceive Yardfest and similar events, 
the president observed that the report is 
“an essential reminder about how inter-
connected any community is—how one 
person’s actions can have profound impli-
cations for others—and underscores the 
need for all of us to be cognizant of our re-
sponsibilities both to ourselves and to the 
broader community.”

Read the report at https://www.harvard.
edu/sites/default/files/content/Review_
Committee_Report_20181113.pdf. 

vjohn s. rosenberg

Title IX Rebooted
Secretary of education  Betsy DeVos 
in mid November unveiled draft regula-
tions governing campus sexual assaults. If 
put into place after public comment, they 
would be the first formal regulations on how 
education institutions must proceed to ad-
dress such assaults under Title IX, the 1972 
law prohibiting sex discrimination in edu-
cation programs receiving federal funds. In 
2017, DeVos set aside guidance (not formal 
rules) issued under the Obama administra-
tion; that regime led to much more report-
ing of alleged incidents of sexual assault, 
but also to objections from those accused of 
perpetrating the assaults, who claimed that, 
among other faults, the evidentiary standard 
employed in hearing assault cases (the “pre-
ponderance of evidence”) was unfair.

The proposed regulations allow institu-
tions to choose what standard to employ, 
including a more rigorous one (“clear and 
convincing” evidence that abuse or harass-
ment occurred). The regulations also appear 
to limit institutions’ liability to incidents 

that occur on campus, or in the context of 
an educational program (as opposed to, say, 
in an off-campus residence), and that are 
more formally reported to an investigato-
ry officer who has authority in such cases. 
Most significantly, the regulations narrow 
the definition of offenses from “unwelcome 
conduct of a sexual nature” to “unwelcome 
conduct on the basis of sex that is so se-
vere, pervasive, and objectively offensive” 
that it denies someone equal access to an 
educational program. And they guarantee 
those accused the right to cross-examine 
the accuser, in a live hearing, although not 
face-to-face.

Advocates for those accused of campus 
sexual assault have generally favored such 
changes. Victims’-rights advocates were 
quick to denounce the regulations for 
likely inhibiting reporting of assaults or 
harassment, and for outlining procedures 
that would, in effect, punish victims anew. 
What changes in procedures and policies, 
if any, Harvard would make must of course 
await formal adoption and promulgation of 
the regulations. vj.s.r.

In the Public Arena
As lawrence s. bacow  works to address 
public skepticism about the value of higher 
education, populist critiques of elite institu-
tions, and disparagement of the search for 
truth—a major theme of his presidency—
survey research sheds light on divided opin-
ion about colleges and universities. Amer-
icans appear supportive of education, but 
they are polarized along familiar partisan 
lines—for example, about whether schools 
are hospitable to conservative opinions. One 
issue on which respondents seem united is 
their dismay over the costs of educating 
their children—a concern that Bacow has     
also highlighted.

“Americans’ Views of Higher Education 
as a Public and Private Good,” with lead 
authorship by Noah D. Drezner, associate 

(which reflected performance prior to the 
beginning of Bacow’s presidency). In light 
of Harvard’s surpluses—a good problem to 
have—they gently reprised their warning 
from the prior year, that “higher education 
has matured as an industry. Revenues are un-
der pressure as the number of students has 
plateaued, tuition costs have reached limits 
of affordability, federal research support is 
uncertain, and expectations for returns in 

the investment markets are muted.”
The University, they noted, “is well posi-

tioned to manage through this period due to 
a healthy balance sheet, modest recent op-
erating surpluses, established financial dis-
cipline, and Harvard’s primary strength—
faculty and staff—who create one of the 
world’s most exciting learning and research 
environments. Nonetheless, the University 
is cognizant of economic pressures” and of 

the need to prepare “for an inevitable eco-
nomic downturn, particularly in light of the 
current extended economic expansion—
one of the longest in history.”

Many visitors to Harvard Yard delight in 
the antics of the resident squirrels. Within 
the surrounding buildings, a squirrel’s-eye 
perspective on the wisdom of storing up 
acorns is very much in fashion. 

vjohn s. rosenberg
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